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When journalists write about young offenders facing grown-up sanctions,
Jeffrey Butts says the coverage often goes like this:“The reporter finds a
law-and-order, lock-them-up-and-throw-away-the-key source and a

sobbing liberal, heart-on-their-sleeve, ‘oh-these-poor-children’ source.Then the reporter
gets a few quotes from both sides, writes it up, and thinks the job’s done,” says Butts,
director of the program on youth justice at the Urban Institute in Washington, D.C.

But in an era when “adult time for adult crime” has become a jurisprudential
mantra, a reporter’s responsibility does not end at spot coverage, say Butts and other
juvenile justice experts.To genuinely inform the public, they say, journalists need to
probe not just the individual cases, but the history, philosophy and efficacy of trying
youths as adults.That means digging into some complex and controversial questions:
Do the adult punishments fit the crimes in most cases where they’re applied? Does
putting youthful offenders into the adult system rather than the juvenile one make the
public safer? And when youths get out, as most of them will, what happens then?

250,000 a year
Founded a century ago in Chicago, the U.S. juvenile court system sprang from a belief
that most of its young clients were something their elders might not be: Changeable,
educable, salvageable.That’s why the juvenile system stressed rehabilitation over punish-
ment and why it kept many proceedings private, to shield youngsters from the stigma
of misbehavior they might well outgrow.

A Child
No More
Recent state laws

have made it easier

to try certain juvenile

offenders as adults.

What happens now? 

B Y P A T R I C I A

E D M O N D S

A suspect in the Washington,
D.C.-area sniper attacks that

killed 10 people and wounded
three others, Lee Malvo was 17 at

his arrest in October 2002. This
fall, Malvo will be tried as an adult

in a Virginia court for the murder
of a 47-year-old FBI analyst, and
could be sentenced to death. In

Maryland, where most of the
attacks occurred, Malvo's age

would make him ineligible for the
death penalty. Virginia won the

right to first prosecute Malvo and
his 41-year-old accomplice, John

Allen Muhammad, from U.S.
Attorney General John Ashcroft,
who said that the state had "the
best law, the best facts and the

best range of available penalties."
S U S A N  W A L S H  /  A S S O C I A T E D  P R E S S

The courtroom scene is familiar:
A too-small kid in a too-big institutional
jumpsuit, accused of a crime that alarms
and outrages. For many Americans, that’s
the snapshot perception of a serious
juvenile offender.And that perception
has fueled a dramatic shift in public
policy; since 1992, 49 states and the
District of Columbia have passed laws
making it easier for juvenile offenders 
to be tried as adults. (Only Nebraska 
has not.)



But starting around 1965, U.S. crime rates began rising, and the period between
1975 and 1993 saw a particularly dramatic increase in juvenile crime. Denver District
Attorney Bill Ritter Jr. attributes the spike to what he calls “a kind of  ‘perfect storm’
climate for youth crime,” including splintering families, a crack cocaine epidemic and a
rise in the use of weapons.

Jeffrey Fagan, director of the Center for Violence Research and Prevention at
Columbia University, says the increased juvenile crime rate “raised concerns about
proportionality – whether punishments were not severe enough for the crimes.” Ritter
puts it more bluntly; he says many Americans blamed the crime spike on failures in the
juvenile justice system and specifically on lenient judges who “would not act in the
interest of public safety” when adjudicating violent youths.

And so, with public sentiment behind them, lawmakers began taking decisions
about handling juveniles away from juvenile courts. For years, the most common
mechanism for routing juveniles to adult criminal courts was the waiver; juvenile court
judges could waive jurisdiction over cases and let them be transferred to adult court if
they met certain criteria (typically a minimum age, certain serious offenses, a record of
previous delinquency). But throughout the 1990s, in virtually every state, laws were
passed that shifted or reduced judges’ control over these transfer decisions.According
to a National Center for Juvenile Justice (NCJJ) review of states’ laws on the matter
through 2002:

• 15 states and the District of Columbia now let the prosecutor decide whether to
“direct file” certain kinds of juvenile cases in criminal rather than juvenile court, and
the decision cannot be appealed.

• 29 states have statutes that automatically exclude youths from juvenile court jurisdic-
tion if they have committed serious or violent crimes and/or are repeat offenders.

• 33 states and the District of Columbia have “once an adult, always an adult” provi-
sions, requiring that once a juvenile has been prosecuted as an adult, he or she will
move directly into the criminal system for subsequent offenses.

States’ laws vary widely on the minimum ages for transfers to criminal court; many
set it somewhere between 15 and 10. New York has one of the toughest laws, says
Fagan.Youths are automatically treated as adults at 13 for homicide and at 14 or 15 for
other serious felonies. However, almost half of states have a least one provision for
transfer in which no minimum age is specified, according NCJJ, a Pennsylvania-based
clearinghouse for government crime statistics.

While stemming youth violence was the stated rationale for toughening many
transfer laws, NCJJ says that “a surprising number of states” now try juveniles as adults
for nonviolent offenses.At least 19 states permit or mandate that juveniles accused of
drug offenses be tried in adult court.At least 21 states permit or mandate adult prose-
cution of juveniles accused of certain property offenses (such as arson or burglary).And

A Snapshot of
Juvenile Felons

• In 1998, in 40 of the largest
urban counties, 7,135 juvenile
felony defendants were adjudi-
cated in adult criminal court.

• Of those, 62 percent were
black, 20 percent were white
and 96 percent were male. At
the time of arrest, 55 percent
were within a year of adulthood
as defined by their state.

• In criminal court, 64 percent of
juveniles were charged with a
violent crime, compared with 24
percent of adult defendants.

• Sixty-three percent of the juve-
nile defendants were convicted
of felonies, and 64 percent of
those were sentenced to prison
or jail.

• Their average prison sentence
was 90 months.

Source: Juvenile Felony Defendants in
Criminal Courts, Bureau of Justice
Statistics, May 2003. www.ojp.usdoj.gov/
bjs/pub/pdf/jfdcc98.pdf
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Denver District Attorney Bill
Ritter Jr. and Jeffrey Fagan,
director of the Center for
Violence Research and
Prevention at Columbia
University, spoke at CJC’s
national conference on youth
crime in March. 
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at least 11 states permit or mandate adult handling of other offenses that do not neces-
sarily involve violence, including auto theft, perjury and even treason.

Fagan sums it up:“As crime rates went up and the nature of juvenile crime
changed, the threshold for treating youths as adults fell lower and lower.” Now, he says,
every year about 250,000 youths below the age of majority – including 100,000 who
are under 16 – are tried in adult court.The federal Bureau of Justice Statistics says that
on any given day in the United States, about 10,300 juveniles are held in adult jails
and prisons.

Getting the best result
University of Chicago research economist Steven Levitt says there’s a strong statistical
case for punishing juveniles more harshly. In a 1997 study, Levitt correlated the
harshness of criminal punishments with the crime rates for both juveniles and adults
between 1978 and 1993. He found that adult crime rates dropped as criminal justice
systems became more punitive; yet juvenile crime rates rose while juvenile punish-
ments became “only about half as severe” as the adult sanctions. Levitt concluded
that “harsher punishments for juveniles are strongly associated with lower rates of
juvenile offending.”

Fagan disagrees and says research shows that punishing more juveniles as adults does
not enhance public safety or deter crime. Recent studies in Florida and Minnesota
show that juveniles who are handled in adult court wind up being arrested again more
often for more serious crimes, he says. Fagan’s own research compared 15- and 16-
year-olds charged with robbery and burglary in similar communities in New York –
where the cases originated in criminal court – and in New Jersey, where the teens
were adjudicated as juveniles. He found that the youths prosecuted as adults were
nearly twice as likely to be arrested subsequently for a violent crime and had a signifi-
cantly higher rate of re-incarceration.

In Colorado, authorities tried a middle approach.They built a “youth offender
system” in between the existing juvenile and adult courts. Colorado’s also one of 20
states that allows “blended sentencing,” in which serious juvenile offenders can be
given juvenile or adult sanctions or a customized blend of both.

When Colorado youngsters are
sentenced as youthful offenders, they can
get vocational education and rehabilita-
tion opportunities.“But they still have
adult sentences hanging over their
heads,” Bill Ritter says.“And if they fail
to turn around, they go back to court to
be transferred into the adult criminal
system.” In 1994, the youth offender
system’s first year, it took in about 80
youths; last year, it took in 22.

When reporters hear such seemingly
conflicting data from experts, the
Urban Institute’s Butts knows that it’s
hard not to write those on-the-one-
hand, on-the-other-hand stories he
disparages. All journalists can do, he
says, is weigh and present the most
credible information, then let the
public draw its own conclusions.

“Say we conclude there’s no public
safety benefit from transferring juveniles
to adult court,” he says.“Therefore, we
shouldn’t be doing it? Since when do we
only have criminal justice policies that

Life in the ‘Big House’
On any given day in the United States, an estimated 10,300 juveniles

are incarcerated in adult jails and prisons, according to the federal

Bureau of Justice Statistics. That’s up nearly 450 percent since 1990.

Since they were tried as adults, these young offenders were not

covered by the provision of the federal Juvenile Justice and

Delinquency Prevention Act that forbids housing juveniles with adult

criminals (except for brief, limited periods). And because state laws vary

widely when it comes to separating inmates, the younger, smaller

offenders often share facilities with the older, bigger, violent ones, says

Mark Soler of the Washington, D.C.-based Youth Law Center.

Several studies show juveniles face much greater risk of trauma,

injury and death in adult jails and prisons than in juvenile facilities.

Specifically, in adult facilities young offenders:

• Are 50 percent more likely to be attacked with a weapon.

• Are twice as likely to report being beaten by staff.

• Are five times more likely to report being raped.

• Experience much higher rates of psychosis, anxiety, depression and

other mental health issues.

• Commit suicide at nearly eight times the rate of juveniles in juve-

nile facilities.
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Fourteen-year-old Aaron Butler
was convicted of nine felony
charges following a 2002 Florida
armed robbery. According to
“Juvenile Offenders and Victims,”
a 1999 Department of Justice
report, 22 percent of juvenile
felons were convicted of robbery,
compared with only 5 percent of
felons over 18. Butler’s current
release date is a few months
after his 23rd birthday. 
(Butler’s photo and sentencing
history can be found on the
Florida Department of
Corrections Web site.)



have proven, measurable public safety benefits? Prisons don’t either, but they’re not
going away.” Ultimately, Butts contends:“We do things like transfers because we need
symbols and demonstrations of our concern about crime.We need to feel like we’re
doing something serious.”

Mark Soler of the Youth Law Center, a public interest law group that focuses on
juvenile justice, agrees with Butts that the movement to try youths as adults is fueled at
least as much by emotion as by reason. Soler sees it as part of  “the long history in this
country of crime issues being driven by fear and by racism and by political advantage,
and not being driven by data or effective policy.”

Adult-sized punishments
In January 1995, Rodney Daniel Hulin lobbed a Molotov cocktail at a snow-covered
fence.Though damage was minor and no one was hurt, the Beaumont,Texas, 16-year-
old was tried as an adult for arson and sentenced to eight years in state prison. In the
Abilene prison, Rodney – 5 feet 1 inch and 120 pounds – was housed with older,
larger, violent offenders. He was robbed, beaten and raped. He recounted the abuse in
frightened letters to his father that spoke of what he hoped to do someday,“if I get
out alive.”

Eighty-three days after he entered the prison, Rodney Hulin hanged himself in his
cell.The teen’s haunting phrase became the title of an award-winning public radio
documentary on juveniles in the adult prison system.

In making “If I Get Out Alive,” documentarian Bill Lichtenstein says he was struck
by the public’s embrace of adult-sized punishments for even relatively minor youth
crimes.“But what most Americans don’t understand about that – and what the media
has done a very bad job of pointing out – is that all too often, that means children as
young as 13 are locked up with adults. I don’t think that most Americans feel that’s a
good idea.”

No, most Americans don’t, says the Youth Law Center’s Soler. In surveys and focus
groups he has helped run, Soler says,“We asked people about kids being locked up in
jails with adults, and they hate it; more than 90 percent think it’s a terrible idea. But
that’s balanced, in their minds, against needing some kind of real accountability for kids
when they break the law.”The result, Soler says, is that many of the same Americans
who say they don’t want juveniles jailed with adults nonetheless say they favor juve-
niles being tried as adults.

That leaves journalists who cover this issue with a critical responsibility, Soler says,
to delve deeper and really explain to the public what is at stake.“It’s not simply a ques-
tion of saying, ‘Do the crime, do the time.’The role of the journalist is to get past those
catchphrases and talk about what’s really involved.”

Hastings, Minn., prosecutor James Backstrom sees a different responsibility for jour-
nalists in this coverage.“Journalists have blown this out of proportion so that the
general public has a strong misperception that prosecutors want to try almost every
juvenile as an adult,” says Backstrom, who prosecutes juvenile and adult crimes.“In my
office, we prosecute less than 1 percent of the juvenile cases that we deal with in adult
court, and between 1 percent and 2 percent is probably the norm almost anywhere in
the country.”

If Americans don’t want youngsters imprisoned with adult criminals, Backstrom
says, the solution is to design prisons specifically for young offenders – not to handle
them more leniently.“There have to be significant consequences
that flow from violent crimes, even at those age levels,” he says.
“They aren’t little kids any more.”

Veteran journalist Patricia Edmonds is editor at large of

the Casey Journalism Center on Children and Families. 
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At 13, Latasha R. Armstead was
the youngest child in Wisconsin
history tried as an adult for being
party to first-degree intentional
homicide. In this picture from her
1999 sentencing, two years after
her arrest, Armstead received a
life term for helping her 
17-year-old boyfriend kill her
grandmother’s visiting nurse.
Armstead will be eligible for
parole at age 30.
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